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Abstract 
The Catalonia railway museum, located in Vilanova i la Geltrú, participated in the European Project 
Semester for the second time in 2015. 
The aim of this project was to develop a new, additionally website for the museum with the purpose 
to improve the visibility, the offered service and the advertising of the museum. Besides the special 
information about the railway history and the conservation of railway heritage the website includes 
relevant information about the museum. The main language of the website is English.  
To receive an overview of the current market, some research about existing associations for 
industrial heritage and railways was done.  A comparison of the different marketing strategies was 
done and the best was selected. The previous work included a definition of the target groups, their 
requirements and how to consider them.  
The website was developed by using WordPress. The content was collected and several plugins were 
selected to visual the content as good as possible. By using a questionnaire the website was tested 
regarding the usability, satisfaction and effectiveness. Considering the results of the test the website 
was reworked.  
To connect the visitor with the new website and to forward him directly to it a QR-Code was created.  
 
 
Key words:  Railway heritage, Railway museum, Website developing, Usability, QR-Code  
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1. General information 
1.1. The Project 
This report is part of the European Project Semester and Industrial Design Project Semester at the 
EsĐola PolitèĐŶiĐa “uperior d’EŶgiŶǇeria de VilaŶoǀa I la Geltrú ;EP“EVGͿ in 2015. In cooperation with 
the ͞Museu del Ferrocarril de Catalunya͟ the projeĐt group has to deǀelop a ǁeďsite ǁhiĐh fulfills the 
objectives explained below. The Project takes place from the sixth of February to the 19
th
 of June. 
  
This picture portrays the project group. In the front row from left to right it can be seen Weronika 
Walczak from Poland, Annika Zloch from Germany, Clarisse Broyon from France and Ana Grande 
Jiménez, the supervisor of the museum.  
In the back row it can be seen on the left side the supervisor of the UPC Pere Ponsa Asensio and on 
the right side Bernhard Schopper from Austria. 
1.2. Museu del Ferrocarril de Catalunya 
The Catalonia Railway Museum, which is located in Vilanova i la Geltrú, is the biggest Railway 
museum in Catalonia. The original idea to open a museum was from the Associació d’Aŵics del 
Ferrocarril
1
 de Barcelona. In 1972 they collected a wide range of steam locomotives to present them 
to the different European associations on the occasion of the 19
th
 European Model Railway Congress. 
                                                          
1
 http://www.amicsdeltren.com/ 
Picture 1: The team 
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The reason for choosing Vilanova as the location for the museum was that in 1967 the steam 
locomotive depot was closed. The depot already had a turn table, a water tank and an engine shed 
for retaining the vehicles. Another reason was the long railway tradition of Vilanova i la Geltrú. 
In 1990 the museum opened officially with the collaborative effort of RENFE. 
Nowadays, the museum is managed by the Fundación de los Ferrocarriles Españoles
2
 and is part of 
the Catalan Science and Technology Museum System. It has one of the most extensive collections of 
Railway locomotives in the world. 
 
The ambition of the Museum is ͞to coŶǀey the sigŶificaŶce of iŶdustrializatioŶ for ǁays of life aŶd 
ǁork as ǁell as shoǁiŶg the techŶical adǀaŶces of the traŶsport reǀolutioŶ͟3. The Museum ͞is 
intended to be a vehicle of communication and contract with present and future geŶeratioŶs͟3. 
 
1.3. Project idea 
With regard to these objectives Ana Grande, the head of education and communication, and Pilar 
Garcia, the director of the museum, had the idea to develop a new and unique website about the 
industrial railway heritage. It would include both, the history of the railways and the possibility for 
the various railway museums to communicate. 
The website will be additional to the official website to provide special information about the railway 
heritage because there is no website like this existing until now. The official website is in Spanish, 
Catalan and English but the English part is not elaborated. To provide information for all people, the 
new website will be in English and includes all of the most important information about the museum. 
 
1.4. Background 
Since the year 2010 the Museum collaborated with the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya 
BarcelonaTech, with the aim to develop shared projects in accessibility, interaction and technology. 
In 2014 the museum took part at the European Project Semester and the International Design Project 
Semester for the first time. 
The purpose of last Ǉear’s project was to provide opportunities to improve the visibility of the 
museum. The goal was to create and implement some suggestions to improve the visitor experience. 
To reach this goal the group did a thorough study about the current state of the museum. Finally, 
they developed a prototype of a smartphone application. 
 
1.5. Objectives 
In the scope of the project the following objectives were found together with the supervisors. 
The main objectives of this Ǉear’s group are to design and develop a unique and special website 
about industrial railway heritage and to include multimedia files such as videos and photos. 
                                                          
2
 http://www.ffe.es/ 
3
 Guide Catalogue Railway Museum, page 16 
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Picture 2: Steam engine 
It is another objective to create a QR Code to open the website directly on the phone. The website 
also has to include a connection to the official website and the social media networks that are used 
by the museum to enable visitors to obtain further information. 
The aim is to expand the official website with the new website to improve the user experience by 
providing more information in English because the English part of the official website is quite short 
and not elaborated. The new website will include additionally an education section which describes 
the participation of the museum in projects with students and it will include some documents such as 
the reports from the EPS/IDPS. Another added value of this website is additional information about 
railway heritage and railway conservation. 
A further objective is to create a kind of communication network between museum partners by using 
a blog to improve relationships. 
The most important thing in this project is to develop the basic structure of the website which will 
enable the museum employees to maintain the website and to substitute and add content by 
themselves. Regarding this, it is not necessary to include all information existing because the 
museum will continue this work after the project. 
 
1.6 Report structure 
The report is divided into thirteen sections. The first one is the section above giving general 
information about the project. The second section describes the research work and its conclusions. 
Afterwards the possibilities of marketing are explained and the useful method for the museum 
website selected. After this section the existing requirements are listed. The next section explained 
the website, leading from the general information about the design and the development to the 
specific steps in the new website. Then the testing methods and the results of the chosen one are 
mentioned and the according redesign of the website. Moreover an introduction in Google Analytics 
is performed. Finally, it is explained how QR codes are used and the conclusion and further research 
of the project are listed.   
2. Research 
In order to meet the objectives some research about railway history, the industrial heritage 
associations and some big museum websites was done. 
The aim of the research was to obtain an overview about the existing market to open the 
opportunity developing the most attractive website as possible. 
 
2.1. General history 
To give an insight into the topic, some research about 
the industrial revolution was done. 
The industrial revolution started in the early nineteenth 
century by developing the first steam engine. 
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Until then people traveled by horse caused that the speed was limited. It was impossible to cover 
loŶg distaŶĐes for poorer people ďeĐause theǇ ĐaŶ’t afford a horse. 
Suddenly, through the steam locomotive it was possible to cover long distances in a speed never 
done before.  The steam locomotive enabled poorer people to travel. 
This development opened many new markets. The engine steam enabled the industrial revolution. 
But in the twentieth century cars and trucks became more popular and a high number of railways 
lines were decommissioned.  Nowadays the steam locomotives were replaced by diesel and electric 
motor power. 
To preserve the railway history and to portray its impact on our cultural and social history, groups in 
different parts of Europe spend much time and money to restore the old locomotives. 
 
2.2. Industrial Heritage Associations 
To figure out the existing associations and the provided information, some research about industrial 
heritage associations in the world was done. One point was to discover what the special purpose of 
their association is and if they are a potential communication partner. 
2.2.1. FEDECRAIL 
The European Federation of Museum and Tourist Railways is a European association. It is consisting 
of different national associations out of the ǀarious ĐouŶtries of Europe.  The ĐouŶtries ǁhiĐh haǀeŶ’t 
got such an association take part with a museum or an individual railway. 
The objectives of FEDECRAIL are: 
 To promote the rescue, restoration and operation of Europe's railway heritage 
 To represent its members' interests vis-a-vis international agencies and, in particular, the 
European Commission in Brussels and the European Parliament in Strasbourg 
 To encourage the exchange of ideas across national and cultural boundaries and foster co-
operation between museum and tourist railway organizations including museums involved in 
railway heritage 
 To assist provide advice and assistance for such organizations 
 To study and resolve problems shared in restoring and operating heritage railways 
There are three members in Spain, the ARMF
4
, AZAFT
5
 and APPFI
6
. 
2.2.2. The International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage 
On the website of the International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage, short 
TICCIH, information about current activities, reports, books and other interesting things about 
railway-locomotives in the world can be found. 
                                                          
4
 The Associació Reconstrucció Material Ferroviari in Lleida was founded in 1996; http://www.armf.net/es/index.php 
5
 The Asociación Zaragozana de Amigos del Ferrocarril y Tranvías; http://www.azaft.org/ 
6
 Associació per a la Preservació del Patrimoni Ferroviari I Industrial; http://www.appfi.net/ 
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Its goals are to promote international cooperation in preserving, conserving, investigating, 
documenting, researching, interpreting, and advancing education of the industrial heritage. 
2.2.3. European Model Railway Congress 
The European Rail Congress Summit brings together the European railway industry to discuss and 
debate important developments within the railways that will determine the future of the European 
rail sector. 
2.2.4. European Route of Industrial Heritage 
The European Route of Industrial Heritage, short ERIH, is a tourism information network of industrial 
heritage in Europe. 
On their website is illustrated the different history of industrialization in various countries. They 
present more than 1,000 locations in 44 different European countries at the moment. 
A key element is to establish a network of Anchor Points. There are 77 Anchor Points at the moment. 
These points consist of important industrial heritage sites. 
They build a regional route to illustrate the different development of the industry and to link the 
locations. Starting points are the different Anchor Points. The routes lead to smaller industrial 
heritage sites. 
Furthermore there are European Theme Routes existing. These Routes consist of a specific theme of 
the industrialization. 
The website of the ERIH is quite interesting. But there is a great deal of information about the whole 
industrial heritage. We have focused on the industrial railway heritage. 
2.2.5. Heritage Railway Association 
The Heritage Railway Association represents the majority of heritage and tourist railways, tramways 
and railway preservation groups within both the U.K and Ireland. 
2.2.6. Ayrshire Railway Preservation Group 
͞BriŶgiŶg IŶdustrial Heritage to Life͟ – with this slogan presented the Scottish Railway Group 
themselves. The group was founded in 1947 to preserve the industrial railway heritage from 
Scotland. 
2.2.7. Steam Heritage 
This website gives a review about Britain's Transport & Industrial Heritage Museums, Railways and 
Events. 
 
2.3. Museum Websites 
In order to obtain an overview and examples about several websites we compared some websites of 
notable, famous museums all over the world. 
This comparison is a benchmark study. The compared objective is the website, the competitors 
consist of famous museum websites and the categories rated are the 
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 quality and number of photos and videos, because the new website should include a high 
number of multimedia tools 
 the number of social networks,  regarding the expected communication function of the new 
website 
 structure, if it is clear 
 balance between attractiveness and seriousness 
 interactivities such as a blog or special activities 
To compare their websites, it is used a simple rating system. The best rating is triple plus (+++) the 
worst is minus (-). 
Name/Location Photos/Videos Social 
Networks 
Clarity Aesthetic Interactive 
Rijksmuseum/ 
Netherland 
++ + +++ +++ ++ 
Museu nacional 
del prado/ Spain 
++ +++ ++ + ++ 
COOPER 
HEWITT/ USA 
++ ++ + + +++ 
Louvre/ France +++ + +++ +++ + 
Table 1: Museum comparison 
2.3.1. Rijksmuseum 
This Museum is one of the best museums in the world. It is placed in the Netherlands. The Website is 
in Dutch and in English. It is structured in three main pages: ͞Plan your visit͟, ͞collection͟ and ͞about 
the museum͟. In these sections it is possible to choose subsections. They are connected to social 
media networks and you can log in to leave comments or to ďuild Ǉour oǁŶ ͞Rijkstudio͟. The 
Rijkstudios are a definitely interesting thing. They open the opportunity to collect a detail from 
pictures or whole pictures you like. The users have the opportunity to cut the pictures and build 
something new, for example to design their own handy case. Additionally, it is possible to save 
pictures during a visit. 
2.3.2. Museu Nacional del Prado 
The Museu Nacional del Prado has an impressing website but not as appeling as the Rijksmuseum. 
It’s a Đlear struĐtured ǁeďsite ďut it is a little bit insipidly and consist many information. It is in 
“paŶish aŶd iŶ EŶglish. TheǇ haǀe fiǀe seĐtioŶs: ͞The ĐolleĐtioŶ͟, ͞EǆhiďitioŶs͟, ͞EduĐatioŶ͟, 
͞ResearĐh͟ aŶd ͞Pradoŵedia͟.  These seĐtioŶs are struĐtured iŶ suďseĐtioŶs. The iŵportaŶt point 
͞ǀisit the ŵuseuŵ͟ is Đallaďle iŶ ϭ4 differeŶt laŶguages. TheǇ are usiŶg a great deal of social media 
networks. The most special thing on their website is the buying part. They have three opportunities 
to buy pictures. There is a shop, a printing department and an image bank.  Another special thing is 
that they are offering two applications for their museum. 
2.3.3. COOPER HEWITT 
Their Website is similar to the WiŶdoǁs8 sĐreeŶ. It’s full of Đoloured squares and it appears restless. 
It is not clear because there are many things to click on. Beside the squares there are eleven main 
sections. They are using social networks and a blog. There are a high number of multimedia actions 
inside the museum such as tablets and an interactive pen. But the website is deterrent. 
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2.3.4. Louvre 
FraŶĐe’s faŵous ŵuseuŵ has a defiŶitelǇ appeling and clear website. It is in four different languages. 
It doesŶ’t take ŵuĐh tiŵe to Đope iŶ the website. They have a slide-show at the home screen. It is 
structured in five sections. By clicking on one section the subsection opened in a little screen. Beside 
the screen is a table with important things such as the calendar even if you are scrolling down. It is 
possible to create an account and to log in. They provide online tours.  They are asking for donations 
on their website. 
 
2.4. Research Conclusion 
The whole research, about the industrial heritage associations and the museum websites, leads to 
the below conclusion. 
There are several associations in different countries for industrial heritage in general or for industrial 
railway heritage existing. It is possible to find some international partners to create new connections 
and collect some information to open a new communication network about the industrial railway 
heritage all over the world. 
It has to be considered during the development of the new website, that it has to be clear, 
uncluttered and user-friendly. It should get to the heart of the most important information. The 
website has to be memorable and invitiŶg. The ǀisitor’s iŶterest should be aroused by visiting the 
website. It is important to include some videos and photos to improve the visibility and it would be 
positive to include some interactivity. But it has to be serious in the interim. It is required to find the 
correct balance. 
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3. Marketing 
One of the most important things for every company is to become popular. They have to assert 
themselves against a high number of competitors. The market grows constantly and the competition 
becomes harder. 
Therefore promotion is used. Nowadays, many possibilities of advertising exist such as television, 
radio, posters, brochures and digital displays. However, not only products require promotion 
websites also need promoting, because if no one visit a website it is useless to have one. 
The promotion of a website already starts before the development because selecting a strategy has a 
high influence on the website construction. It is incorrect to think that it is enough to put the website 
online and everything will work. A website has to be promoted in the same way as a product. 
Thus Online Marketing is used. There are several strategies to popularize and to improve the number 
of visitors of a website. 
These strategies have to be defined in four steps by answering these questions: 
 Why  – Why is promotion necessary for the website? 
 What  – What is the added value of the website, what is special/ unique at the website? 
 Whom  – Which are the target groups? 
 How  – What are the most suitable ways of promotion? 
 
3.1. Why? 
The aim of the new museum website is to provide more information about several themes such as 
the Spanish railway history and the conservation of industrial railway heritage. It is to improve the 
visibility and the service offer of the museum with the purpose to increase the level of awareness. 
 
3.2. What? 
There is an information gab existing relating to the information about the museum in English, the 
Spanish history and the conservation of industrial railway heritage. Therefore new content outlined 
the added value. An additional added value is that the content is short but informative and the to the 
point. To make it as visible as possible many multimedia tools such as videos, photos, plugins and 
animations are used. 
The website offers interesting content, short but informative and important facts and an overview 
about the museum. 
 
3.3. Whom? 
Important is to know to whom the website will be focused to detect the best method to approach 
every target group during the promotion. The target group of this website is diversified. On the one 
hand there are the non-Spanish museum visitors who desire to obtain information about the 
museum such as tourists and on the other hand there are train fanatics, students and history 
enthusiasts. 
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3.4. How? 
This question is the most difficult question and it should be considered thoroughly. Not every 
strategy is efficient for each product. The Online Marketing includes four steps. 
 E- Positioning 
 E- Advertising 
 E- Networking 
 E- Publishing 
3.4.1. E- Positioning 
This is a measure which receives its effectiveness through the Internet research of the users. 
The most important point of the E-Positioning is the search- engine- marketing. It is divided into 
three parts: 
 Optimization of the position 
 Registration in tracing services 
 Continuous controlling and improving of the position 
The proĐedure is Đalled ͞OŶliŶe ResearĐh͟. This desĐriďes the opportuŶitǇ to put the liŶk of the 
website on another topic related website or special directories for example webpages about 
industrial heritage, such as TICCIH or ERIH, and about museums. This enables to reach the target 
groups who are looking for special information such as history or train enthusiast. 
With every link on a website the position in a search engine such as google will be improved. 
3.4.2. E- Advertising 
In contrast to the E- positioning this is an active measure. There are several opportunities existing. 
One is the banner advertising. This kind of promotion includes high costs for example to design the 
banner and to put it onto different sources. Usually it has to be paid in order to the clicks. Thousand 
clicks cost between 10 and 50 Euros. 
Another way is to use Keyword advertising.  That means to use text advertisements or banner and 
paid position in search engines to reach a popular place. 
Furthermore it is possible to use pop-up windows, ad-breaks or Newsletters. 
3.4.3. E- Networking 
The E- NetǁorkiŶg is a proĐedure of reĐoŵŵeŶdatioŶ. For this ͞Tell-a-frieŶd͟ –links are used. 
 
Picture 3: example 
It is possible to participate in exchange projects which mean that other websites refer to your 
website and the other way round. A big disadvantage of this method is that the link tempts to leave 
the website. 
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More effective is to register in an affiliate network to build an online cooperation with additional 
content. 
3.4.4. E- Publishing 
All these methods are useless if the content of the website is not high qualitative because the most 
important advertising method is the own promotion. If the website is clear structured, attractive and 
interesting it will promote itself because it leads to higher recommendation willingness. 
Additionally it is useful to use cross-media-marketing. A positive way is to communicate the URL of 
the website on merchandise, prospects or employee clothing. 
 
3.5. Conclusion 
First step for the new website was to use some google analytics and webmaster tools to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the website and to obtain suggestions how to optimize the search-engine ranking. 
Furthermore the website is connected to the social media networks of the museum such as 
Facebook, twitter and Flickr.  
Additionally E- Networking and E- Publishing should be used, by incorporate the URL of the website 
on topic related websites such as TICCIH and ERIH. Moreover it is a useful strategy to use the cross-
media-marketing and place the link on some museum products to indicate to the website, however 
for the museum it is possible to place the URL at brochures and papers about the museum. Therefore 
the QR-Code will be used. 
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4. Requirements 
Before starting to design and to develop a website it is important to select every requirement from 
the stakeholders. In the following sections are written the several expectations to be considered 
during the website design and development. 
 
4.1. The stakeholder 
Stakeholders of the new website are, next to the team who wants to finish the project in time and do 
the job as good as possible, the museum, the university and the target groups. The museum and the 
university are represented by the supervisors. 
 
Picture 4: Team working 
4.2. Technic requirements 
It is important that websites work with all usual browsers and not only with one special browser. 
Another point is a search engine friendly construction. The website should reach a high position at 
the usual search engines for example google. The most important technical requirement is that the 
website has to work without any errors on several devices such as computer, mobile phones and 
tablets. 
 
4.3. Clients requirements 
Clients expect a website which is fast loaded. That means that it has to renounce big animations or 
big pictures which take a long time to load. The information, written on the website, has to be clear 
structured and easy to read, regarding this, a positive font and a correct font size have to be chosen. 
It is necessary to use a simple language which will be easy to read and to understand. 
 
4.4. Supervisors requirements 
The Museum supervisor desires a website which expands the official one. It should include all 
important information about the museum because on the official one the English part is not very well 
elaborated. 
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The website should be clear structured and fulfill all the objectives which are explained above. To 
portray the connection to the official one the colors of the museum should be used. It has to be 
modern and elegant, attractive and serious. 
Additionally it is expected that the website includes many multimedia actions to improve the 
interactivity of the museum. To reach this goal it is required to incorporate a set of prototype 
applications and to develop a QR Codes to forward the user directly to the new website. 
 
4.5. End users requirements 
The target group of the website is diversified. All of their requirements have to be considered, this 
make the development difficult. It has to be discovered a middle course to reach satisfactory results. 
Another point to be considered is the age of the end users because there is a big difference in the 
requirements between younger and elder people. 
4.5.1. Tourists 
For the non-Spanish visitors the most important thing is to obtain the necessary information about 
the museum in English. Therefore the museum part has to be well developed and clear structured. 
Moreover the progress reports from visitors are decisive to convince tourist to visit the museum. 
4.5.2. Train and history enthusiasts  
For train fanatics it is most important to receive information about the train collection.  This part has 
to be informative and well structured. Moreover photos are necessary. 
The history enthusiasts desire to receive facts about the Spanish railway heritage. Therefore the 
heritage part has to go to the point. 
4.5.3. Difference in the age 
For elder people a website has to be clear and simple to use. Young people expect to have an 
interactive website with some animations and a large quantity of pictures. They expect a modern 
design. 
 
4.6. Conclusion 
All of these requirements have to be considered during the design and the development. Therefore a 
checklist was created regarding the most important facts and it was deliberated how to satisfy each 
target group. 
Requirement  Way of consideration 
All browsers Test on every browsers 
Search engine Use SEO
7
 from google analytics 
No errors Use webmaster tools to test 
Fast loaded Prevent big animations 
Clear structure Use not too many nested scopes 
Easy to read Big font size, contrast 
Informative Not too long, got to the point, high quality 
                                                          
7
 SEO = Search engine optimization  
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Connection to official website Colors of official website, link to the website 
Interactive Multimedia tools such as: Plugins, applications, 
videos, photos 
Modern, elegant Use a new template 
Serious Find the right balance of used colors, positive 
font, qualitative content 
Table 2: Requirements 
To examine that all the requirements have been considered, a test were executed after finishing the 
website. This test is explained below. 
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5. Website 
The new website is written in English because it is the universal language and opens the possibility 
for people all over the world to understand the content. Another fact is, that a large quantity of 
information which are on the official website in Spanish, will be repeated on this website in English. 
 
5.1. Design of the Website 
To design a website means to choose a nice and attractive user interface. This user interface has to 
match the already existing corporate identity of the museum. It is important to use an elegant and 
modern design to appear serious. Next step is to choose a nice font which fits to the user interface 
and edit photos for the header. 
Additionally, the Design includes editing a logo for the website. 
 
5.2. Development of the Website 
Before starting with the development of the website, the software has to be set up. 
The most important thing during the development is to create a database. This means to write the 
informatics code of the website. 
Furthermore it includes to build the basic structure and to add some plugins. 
The last step is to substitute all the information and structure the content. 
 
5.3. The software 
There are several software opportunities such as content management systems (CMS), JavaScript 
Frameworks and Static Webpage with for example HTML5 existing to create a website. It was 
decided to use a CMS named WordPress. This decision was made for several reasons. 
 
 
 
 
WordPress is free online software to create a website. It is easy to use for beginners because it is not 
necessary to write any informatics code. This will be done by WordPress. It provides a high number 
of themes and plugins to create an attractive website or blog in a fast way. 
Another advantage of WordPress is the maintainability. It is easy for the clients to maintain the 
website on their own. 
 
5.4. The Theme 
There are a high number of themes existing in WordPress. There were three themes from the elegant 
themes selected and one chosen regarding the requirements. 
Picture 5 
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Picture 6: Vertex theme 
 
Picture 7: Nexus theme 
 
Picture 8: DIVI Theme 
The vertex theme looks insipidly and the nexus theme is a kind of calendar and not appropriate for a 
museum website. 
I was decided to use the Ŷeǁest theŵe ͞DIVI͟ for our ǁeďpage, ďeĐause of seǀeral reasoŶs. 
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This theme is clearly arranged and gives a high number of opportunities.  It is one of the newest 
WordPress templates and includes many features and animations. The theme is highly rated in 
developer blogs because of his elegant and modern design, it looks serious and attractive. 
Additionally it includes basically a blog. 
 
5.5. The sections 
The new website is divided in seven main sections. Besides the home, contact and link pages, there 
are sections about the museum, the heritage, the education and the applications. These sections are 
divided in subsections as explained below to give a clear overview. They appear in a drop-down 
menu by moving the mouse on the main section. 
5.5.1. Division of the website 
The website is in general structured in four parts. At the top is a bar containing the social media 
networks used by the museum such as Facebook and twitter.  
 
Picture 9: social media networks 
 Afterwards the navigation bar is presented. The following part is provided for the content and at the 
end is a bar with a connection to the contact page.  
5.5.2. The menu structure 
 
 
 Home 
 The Museum 
o General information 
o Activities & News 
o Building & Spaces 
o Train collection 
 Heritage 
o General railway heritage 
o Spanish and British railway heritage 
o Conservation 
 Education 
o Basic information 
o Primary school 
o Secondary school 
o Higher education 
 Applications 
 Contact 
 Links 
 Search icon 
Picture 10: Navigation bar 
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5.5.3. Previous work 
To Đreate the seĐtioŶ’s content a great deal of research to each topic was done. For this research 
several documents from the supervisors were used. Before starting to write the content it was 
necessary to collect and to sort all the information and to detect the most important points. 
Afterwards it was important to consider how to visual the content in the website to make it as 
attractive as possible. 
5.5.4. Home 
The front page is the most important site because it creates the first view and leaves a lasting 
impression. The purpose of the front page is to invent the visitor to rummage in the website. The 
chosen theme includes a big and high quality picture which is an appropriate opportunity to set a 
definitely positive picture of the museum.  Therefore a high quality image is used: 
 
 
Picture 11: Front page picture 
The front page includes the blog, this enables to illustrate actual comments and impressions from 
visitors. 
 
 
Picture 12: Blog at the home page 
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Furthermore the users have the opportunity to submit a comment. Therefore a plugin is used called 
͞User suďŵitted post plugiŶ͟. The comment has to be published by the 
administrator of the website to provide inappropriate ones. It is possible 
to post just a comment or additionally a picture. All the comments are 
categorized, for example in education and heritage, to enable the 
possibility to search a special comment. Another opportunity is to select a 
month to see each post of this month. 
 
Moreover a translation plugin was incorporated to offer a multilingual 
website. This plugin is a Google translator plugin and is incorporated at each section. 
5.5.5. Museum section 
This section contains all main information about the museum. It is divided into four subsections: 
General information, Activities and news, Building and Spaces and Train collection. 
 
In the first subsection, as the name indicated, there is a short description of the museum along with 
history of its foundation. On the right side from the text a slideshow feature is incorporated 
containing a photo gallery of the museum areas.  
 
Next subsection is the Activities and News section, which contains information about actual events 
taking place in the museum. In order to make it more attractive and clear, a calendar plugin has been 
used. This plugin includes many different possibilities. At the top there are two search tools due to 
which user can search for specific events by the date or the word finder. Additionally, there is a bar 
to change the view of the calendar in month view, list or a day view. Depending on which option was 
chosen the page is changing. Below there is presented the month view. 
 
Picture 14: Calendar 
 
 
Picture 13: Post plugin 
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Building and Spaces is the third subsection. It contains all the data concerning the buildings on the 
museum areas. To illustrate theŵ the ͞iŵage ŵap plugiŶ͟ has ďeeŶ used. It is aŶ iŶteraĐtiǀe ŵap, to 
obtain detailed information and pictures the user has to select a number. Afterwards a pop-up 
window with all data concerning this area will appear. 
 
The last subsection is about the Train collection. IŶ this seĐtioŶ seǀeral eǆaŵples of the ŵuseuŵ’s 
trains are listed to provide an insight.  
 
Picture 15: Interactive map 
Picture 16: Train collection 
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Each vehicle has its short description and a corresponding photo. The pictures appeared by scrolling 
down, this effect makes it more attractive. The section is divided into three categories, steam, 
electric and diesel, as the types of the locomotives.  
To provide more information and to illustrate the whole collection there are links referring to the 
specific category Pinterest album at the top of the page. 
5.5.6. Heritage section 
One of the most important things of the new website is this section. It is divided in three subsections. 
The first one is the railway history in general. The second one the history in Spain and the third one is 
about railway conservation. 
In the general history section is written the history from the first wheel up to the first driving 
locomotive. It is important to illustrate the first steps of the long way to the known steam 
locomotive. 
In the Spanish history can be seen the whole railway development in Spain, from the first railway line 
up to the closing of the steam locomotives. To make this as visible and interesting as possible a 
timeline is used. The user has to select a date he is interested in to read more about the historic 
event. To visual the different speed of development furthermore there is a timeline of the railway 
development in Great Britain. 
To use the timeline plug in it had to be adapted. The color was changed into the museum colors and 
the style was chosen. 
Picture 18: Adapted timeline 
Picture 17: Basic timeline 
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The subsection about the conversation contains a text about the conservation of industrial railway 
heritage written by Ana Grande. Additionally a map is incorporated. This map illustrates the actions 
to receive the historǇ of CataloŶia’s railǁaǇ loĐoŵotiǀes. Before incorporating it was required to be 
translated from Catalan to English. 
 
5.5.7. Education section 
Aim of this section is to provide information about several projects the museum was involved.  
The educational objectives of the museum are to 
• discover the history of the railway through the first original locomotives that worked  
• observe the influence of the railway in the industrial and social development 
• spread the history and development of the railway 
• discover the history of the railroad through the different energies that have been used and the 
 various elements of the industrial landscape, railways in particular 
• transmit influence in other areas not specifically rail transport such as urban and territorial 
 configuration 
 
The museum collaborates with different institutions and organizations in order to transmit the 
history, evolution and the advantages of rail as a transport medium from the past to the future. 
To illustrate these projects the section is divided into three subsections beside the basic information, 
the primary school, the secondary school and the higher education.  The basic information includes 
the objectives mentioned above and additionally two videos about the steam and high speed 
locomotives. This subsection is supposed to provide basic data about the whole section. 
Picture 19: translated map 
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In the higher education section the collaboration between several universities and the museum are 
mentioned. Among other things the EPS project from last year and from this year can be seen. To 
improve the visibility and the interactivity an accordion plugin is used to illustrate the projects. 
 
The user obtains further information by clicking on the title. Afterwards, if another title is selected, 
the entry selected closed. This effect seems to be an accordion.  
5.5.8. Application section 
During several projects the museum received some prototypes of mobile phone applications, which 
are incorporated in this section.  They were developed by using Justinmind, free online software to 
create prototype applications. Each of the prototypes contains a short description, a list of the 
authors and the subject for which it was created.   
They are presented with a main poster and a QR-Code to be scanned to transmit the application 
directly to the smartphone.  
 
Picture 21: Application example 
Picture 20: Accordion Plugin 
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The section provides a ͞ŵuseuŵ guide͟, a ͞ŵuseuŵ gaŵe͟, a ͞ŵuseuŵ aŶd aĐĐessiďilitǇ͟ 
appliĐatioŶ, a ͞ŵuseuŵ ǀisit for studeŶts͟ appliĐatioŶ aŶd the ͞iŶteraĐtiǀe ǀisit͟, ǁhiĐh ǁas 
deǀeloped ďǇ the last Ǉear’s group, eǆistiŶg. 
It is used the same effect for the pictures as in the train collection. The pictures appear one by one by 
scrolling down.  
5.5.9. Contact 
This section is to contact the museum and to demonstrate where the museum is located. Therefore a 
map is used.  
 
Picture 22: Location map 
 
Additionally, a contact formula is incorporated.  
 
Picture 23: Contact formula 
To improve the relationship between the user and the museum and to appear more personal a 
picture of the contact person Ana Grande (head of education and communication at the museum) is 
included in the side bar.  
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5.5.10. Links 
With the purpose to provide the user further information this section is used. It includes links to 
social media networks used by the museum and to the museum partners. This section is used to do 
the marketing strategy called E-Networking because it recommends to other websites. If the 
museum is going to use the E-Publishing method and wants to do some Online Research, this section 
can be used to include the links of topic related websites such as TICCIH or ERIH. 
6. Website transfer 
A really important part of the project was to transfer the website, because the website was formerly 
oŶ aŶother ǁeď spaĐe. Therefore a Ŷeǁ ǁeď spaĐe ǁith the URL ͞www.railway-heritage.com͟ ǁas 
provided and the transfer was done.   
 
6.1. Steps of transformation 
This has been realized in the following steps: 
 export of the existing database 
 eǆport of the ͞ǁp-content8͟ folder froŵ the old serǀer 
 installation of WordPress on the new web space 
 iŶstallatioŶ of the theŵe ͞Diǀi͟ oŶ the Ŷeǁ ǁeď spaĐe 
 replaĐeŵeŶt of the ͞ǁp-ĐoŶteŶt͟ folder oŶ the Ŷeǁ ǁeď spaĐe ǁith the ͞ǁp-ĐoŶteŶt͟ 
folder of the old web space 
 import of the existing database in the new web space 
 reǁrite of the ͞ǁp-config.php9͟, to ĐoŶŶeĐt it ǁith the Ŷeǁ dataďase 
 use of the relocate PHP function to replace the URLs of the new site 
 
Furthermore the website will be incorporated in the education part of the official website.  
 
6.2. Problems during the transfer: 
One problem at the transfer was the connection of the new site to the new database.  There have 
ďeeŶ failures iŶ the ͞ǁp-ĐoŶfig.php͟ file, thus the ĐoŶŶeĐtioŶ to the serǀer has Ŷot ďeeŶ proǀided.  
The main problem was that the new server is, in contrast to the old one, a localhost. Therefore the 
host definition was required to be changed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
8
 This file contains the whole content of the website  
9
 This file is to connect the website with the database 
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7. Website testing 
After finishing the website it was important to undertake it a few tests to examine that the website 
fulfills all the requirements. The Website was tested in usability and satisfaction to ensure its 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
Therefore different methods could be used. To select the best method fitting in the scope of the 
project, some information was collected and methods compared. 
 
7.1. Usability and satisfaction test 
There are various measures to test the usability but not every is suitable for every situation. To figure 
out the most efficient method for the museum website and this project the various methods have 
been explained and compared. 
7.1.1. Task Analysis 
In this kind of usability test the operating range of a website is emphasized. Therefore the various 
tasks of a ǁeďsite haǀe to ďe seleĐted. For eaĐh task a ͞User Đase͟ has to ďe Đreated in which the 
supposed behavior of the user is simulated. 
The aim of this analysis is to figure out 
 How the users try to reach their goals 
 How their physical environment influence them 
 How their precious knowledge influence them 
 
 
Yes Visit the 
website 
Yes 
No 
Nothing 
happens 
Visitor is 
informed 
Submits a 
post 
Recommends 
to a friend 
Uploads a 
picture 
Find searched 
information 
START 
Picture 24: Task analysis 
For example: 
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This method has to be undertaken in an early state of the website developing to figure out some 
requirements which have to be considered during the creation of the website. 
 
7.1.2. Contextual Inquiry 
In comparison to the task analysis, which is a theoretic method, this is a practical testing. The aim is 
to obtain information about the behavior of users in their usual environment. 
Therefore an interview of some users in their usual environment for example the working place has 
to be done. During this interview the reaction of the users are studied. 
7.1.3. Focus groups 
This is a practical testing too, not with one single person but with a homogeneous group of people. 
They are taken into a kind of discussion moderated by a neutral person. 
The aim of this method is to receive some suggestions for improvement. Moreover, it is possible to 
use this kind of method as an online questionnaire. 
It should be done either before the developing process to receive ideas or during the creation to 
obtain suggestions to improve the work. 
7.1.4. Users-diary 
In this method users notice their impressions in determined periods. This is a long procedure but it 
enables the possibility to obtain information in a real-time relationship. 
7.1.5. Onsite questionnaire 
To use onsite questionnaires is one of the most popular testing. A determined number of visitors 
were asked to rate the website. It is possible to rate immediately, later or never. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.1.6. Panel questionnaire 
Determined target groups are queried by means of online panels. This is used for example by 
requirements-, satisfaction- and benchmarking analysis. 
Your opinion 
matters! 
Please, spend just one 
minute of your time 
and help us to 
improve our website. 
 
 
 
Rate now 
Not yet No, thanks 
Picture 25: Onsite questionnaire 
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7.1.7. Personas 
In this method Personas are created. These are User models created by using quantitative and 
qualitative user data.  The Personas will be granted as the potential users and the requirements will 
be derived by them. 
7.1.8. Expert evaluation 
Experts will evaluate the website with means of usability guide lines. At first each expert is testing 
the website on his own and moved into the situation of a usual user. Afterwards problems will be 
collected and evaluate on the basis of guide lines. The aim is to identify possible use- and 
comprehension problems. 
7.1.9. Labor testing 
This is a method executed in a Labor with scenario based and target grout specific tests. 
The aim is to figure out weak points, improvement possibilities and how to improve the way to reach 
determined goals. 
The users are observed by experts who are sometimes asking questions to obtain impressions. Video 
and audio recording can be used to be evaluated later. 
7.1.10. Eye tracking 
Eye tracking opens the possibility to follow the views of the users by using infrared technic. 
7.1.11. Web Controlling 
This method is just mentioned to complete the list because it is explained in detail below. It includes 
webmaster tools and analytics. 
 
7.2. Requirements 
It has to be selected the most efficient method for these project. Therefore different requirements 
were set and a comparison within these categories has been made. It has to be considered that there 
is no much time left to test the website. It should be simple and short, because no one is into 
answering a long lists and questions or spend much time. Additionally, it has to be effective to 
receive some suggestions for improvement. 
It is used the same rating system as for the Museum website. Best rating is a triple plus (+++) worst is 
a minus (-). 
Method simple quick available for various users useful 
Task analysis ++ ++ ++ + - 
Contextual inquiry + + - + - 
Focus groups + + - + - 
User Diaries + - - + - 
Onsite Questionnaire ++ + + +++ + 
Panel Questionnaire + - - + - 
Personas - - - + - 
Expert evaluating - - - + - 
Labor test - - - ++ + 
Eye tracking - - - - - 
Table 3: Usability test comparison 
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7.2.1. Conclusion 
Many of the testing methods are not suitable for the project because of the time limit and the 
capacity. The most efficient method is the onsite questionnaire however the website is not available 
with a real URL at this state of the project, it was transformed to a usual questionnaire. This 
questionnaire was created by using free online software.  This software creates a link which can be 
sent to various people to obtain feedback. 
During the creation of the questionnaire a list of requirements have to be considered.  
 It has to be anonymous 
 It should be used easy language because everyone has to understand the questions 
 It should ďe ǁell prepared aŶd didŶ’t took too ŵuĐh tiŵe of the user 
 If rating questions are used, an even number of possibilities has to be chose because it is 
important to have a clear decision 
 
7.3. Questionnaire construction 
The test commence with information about the user such as profession, age and device. It is to 
ensure at the evaluation that it was done by different target groups. Afterwards general questions 
about the previous knowledge of the user such as knowledge about railway history are asked and 
what they expect from a website and what the most important information to be provided by a 
museum website are.  
Moreover the user was asked to visit the website and try to find information regarding the museum 
such as how many buildings exist. This was used to examine if the website is clear structured and the 
information is easy to find.  
The next page contains several questions to be answered by choosing either totally agree, agree, 
disagree or totally disagree. For example, it was asked if the expectations are fulfilled or if the site 
loading time is reasonable.   
Finally the user was asked for comments about the best and the worst things and to leave improving 
suggestions. 
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8. Evaluation 
The questionnaire was closed after two weeks. It was distributed by sending a link to several contacts 
from the team members and the supervisors to obtain answers from a wide range of people.  
Afterwards the answers were evaluated and demonstrate in diagrams as mentioned in the annex. In 
total 26 persons participated at the questionnaire. 
The first part of the questionnaire was about general information such as the previous knowledge of 
the users.  
 
Figure 1: Previous knowledge  
This enables to obtain an overview and an impression about the respondents. It was important to 
receive an overview about the initial situation. 
One of the most important questions was about the user expectations at a website. Therefore it was 
possible to choose four answers. 
 
Figure 2: Expectations 
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It can be seen that the users expect most a clear structure, high quality content and pictures. 
Additionally it was asked which information a museum website should contain. The most important 
information is the location. 
 
Furthermore the user was asked to rate the website in several categories: 
Website totally agree agree disagree 
easy to find asked information 28,57% 71,43% 0,00% 
site loaded time is reasonable 16,67% 83,33% 0,00% 
Contrast 28,57% 71,43% 0,00% 
font size 33,33% 44,44% 22,22% 
not-found 75,00% 25,00% 0,00% 
place of logo 22,22% 55,56% 22,22% 
picture loaded time 16,67% 66,67% 16,67% 
clear path to museum information 20,00% 80,00% 0,00% 
clear path to contact  28,57% 71,43% 0,00% 
navigation is easily 12,50% 75,00% 12,50% 
labels are clear 14,29% 71,43% 14,29% 
number of buttons reasonable 50,00% 33,33% 16,67% 
logo is linked to homepage 50,00% 50,00% 0,00% 
headings are clear 42,86% 57,14% 0,00% 
styles and color 42,86% 57,14% 0,00% 
interesting content 42,86% 57,14% 0,00% 
Appealing 50,00% 50,00% 0,00% 
design is modern and elegant 50,00% 50,00% 0,00% 
expectations are fulfilled 50,00% 50,00% 0,00% 
Table 4: Website rating 
7 
7 
8 
0 
6 
5 
0 2 4 6 8 10
opening hours
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location
contact
collection
activities
Figure 3: Important information 
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All in all the respondents were satisfied with the website. The expectations were to 50 % totally 
fulfilled and to 50% mostly fulfilled.  
The users were asked to leave suggestions for improvement and the most suggestion was to improve 
the loading time of pictures. 
9. Rework of the website 
Regarding the evaluation a rework of the website was done. Therefore a list with the critics was 
developed. 
Critic  Solution 
Picture loaded time Use smaller images 
Site loaded time Reduce the front page picture 
Opening hours Add at home page 
Font size Enlarge the font size 
No-found pages  Because of the transformation 
Table 5: Critics 
To improve the loading time of the website the picture at the home page was reduced. The same 
procedure was done with the other pictures. During this work it was to consider that the quality of 
the piĐtures didŶ’t deĐreased.  
Additionally the font size was increased, especially the font size of the content in the plugins. 
Furthermore the opening hours of the museum were 
incorporated at the sidebar of the home page. 
  
  
Picture 26: Opening hours 
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10. Google Analytics  
With regard to improve the website and to increase the popularity and the number of visitors Google 
Analytics was used. This is a method to examine the effectiveness of the website and to obtain 
suggestions how to improve it. 
 
10.1. General information 
Google Analytics is a free web analytics service offered by Google that tracks and reports website 
traffic. Google launched the service in November 2005 after acquiring Urchin.  
Integrated with AdWords, users obtain the possibility to review online campaigns by tracking landing 
page quality and conversions (goals).  
Google Analytics launched Real Time analytics, a tool to see how many people are on the website at 
this moment, where they are from and what they are viewing. Additionally it provides knowledge 
whether new content on the site is popular, actual promotion increase the number of visitors and 
whether tweets and blog posts leads to immediate effects.  
Furthermore, Google Analytics works with a cookie which stores a unique identifier, the website is 
able to recognize if a visitor returns. Additionally it stores information about the pages visited by the 
browser. This means that it reported when the browser is seen on the website, how long the browser 
was seen on the website, the IP address, which allows the Google Analytics to infer the browser's 
location, and what site the browser was examined before arriving at the site (the previous URL). 
By default, this information is accessible only for the website publishers through the Google Analytics 
tools and it is not shared with anyone else. It is a first-party cookie. 
The key factor is to understand where the visitors are going after leaving the page. To understand the 
outbound link behavior of the users enables to optimize the website for conversion and the brand 
messaging for strategically maximum effect.  
 
10.2. Google Analytics in WordPress 
For using Google Analytics with WordPress a plugin exists which could be incorporate to obtain an 
oǀerǀieǁ aďout the ǀisitor’s ďehaǀior.  
The museum is already registered in it because it is used for the official website.  It was possible to 
add a new domain to incorporate this plugin at the new website as well. 
The website is new and not really popular at this moment for that reason there are not many results 
existing. But for the future it will be a useful method to increase the popularity and to improve the 
website.  
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11. QR Codes 
Museums and tourist offices, and in general cultural locations, are using QR codes increasingly to 
provide further information for smartphone users by incorporating a link to a website. It is even 
common to use a QR code to transmit a sound file to listen to some commentary as a kind of a guide. 
Additionally it preserves the user to copy the URL to the mobile phone.   
Regarding this increase, and to improve the interactivity of the railway museum a QR Code was 
created to receive a connection to the new website www.railway-heritage.com 
 
11.1. General knowledge 
The QR Code is a kind of matrix barcode, composed of black modules in 
a square grid on a white background. The arrangement of those modules 
defines which information is contained. 
It was created by a Japanese company in 1994 for the automobile 
industry to be read quickly by a scanner, a smartphone or a webcam. 
Therefore this code was named QR, in fact Quick Response code. 
This type of code has many advantages. It is possible to incorporate 
more data than in a usual barcode, furthermore those data can be 
transmitted easily by an application. Consequently it enables to receive a speed access to a website, 
video, photo or another kind of link such as to a social media network.  
 
11.2. Advantages of a QR Code 
The QR code is a qualified way to receive data for many reasons.  
The first advantage is that a QR code allows storing more data than a classic barcode on a smaller 
place. While a conventional barcode stores a maximum of approximately 20 digits a QR Code is able 
to handle up dozen to hundred times more information. Furthermore, it is able to contain all types of 
data such as alphanumeric characters, symbols, binary and controls codes. It is possible to encode up 
to 7,089 characters in one QR code. However, in a tenth of the space a classical barcode required for 
the same amount of information.  This is possible because it is listed vertically and horizontally.  
 
The second benefit of this kind of code is that it is simple to read. On the one hand it uses high speed 
reading technology and on the other hand in omnidirectional position (360°).  
The third advantage of the QR code is that it resists to possible damages such as printing errors or 
dirt, it stays readable. The QR code is capable to correct errors. The data can be restored because 
there are up to 30 % redundancy of information in the QR code.  
The last but not the least positive aspect of the QR code is that it is easy to use by the consumer. 
They just have to upload a QR reader. Afterwards, the application gives a directly access to the data 
or the webpage. Moreover, it is not difficult to create a QR code by using a generator at the internet. 
It is required to write the desired data and the generator will transform it in QR code. 
  
Picture 27: QR Code 
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11.3. Construction of a QR Code 
The QR code is composed of different parts, it is composed of black and white squares which called 
modules. Each module represents a binary value:  
 Black  1 
 White  0 
 
The QR code is structured as explained in Picture 28: Construction of QR Code, each part of it defines 
a different form of information or action used for the readability of the code. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The area of the symbol is divided into two application ranges, the function pattern and the encoding 
region.  
The encoding region incorporates all necessary functions for the data encoding such as error 
corrections, information about the version and the format.   
The function pattern permits the quickly readability of the code by using different elements such as 
required patterns or detection position patterns. Those elements are quite important because they 
enable to assure the positive position and orientation of the symbol in the space.  
The part which is not incorporate in the symbol is the Quiet zone. This zone is not compulsory 
however it facilitates the reading of a QR code, as a consequence this zone is strongly recommended.  
  
Encoding region 
Function pattern 
Picture 28: Construction of QR Code 
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11.4. Types of QR Codes 
There are several types of QR code existing as portrayed in the table below.  
 
For the project it was decided to use Model 1 because it is the original QR code and the common one 
reading by smart phone applications. Additionally it is free and simple to create by a generator 
website.  
 
11.5. Created QR-Code 
This QR-Code forward the user directly to the new website www.railway-heritage.com 
  
Picture 29: Types of QR codes 
Picture 30: New QR-Code 
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12. Conclusion 
The railway museum of Vilanova I la Geltrú has been in contact with the university since few years 
now. Since the start of this collaboration different teams assists the communication service of the 
ŵuseuŵ to iŵproǀe the ǀisitor’s eǆperieŶĐe aŶd its ǀisiďilitǇ. This Ǉear the studǇ looks at ŵergiŶg 
both, old and new technologies, to receive a better and more interactive experience. Moreover, this 
project was to enable a better access to the information about industrial railway heritage and the 
museum on the Internet. The previous work and the research involved to expand the actual website 
with a new one.  The content in English about railway heritage, the museum, education and 
conservation were well developed by using different types of plugging, which permit agreeable and 
attractive access to information. The website has been finished, one time and meets the requirement 
of the museum. This website is now available with a real URL: www.railway-heritage.com . 
Nevertheless an evaluation test has been done to improve and adapt the website to the expectation 
of the user. This opened the opportunity to obtain an external view at our project which permitted to 
assure that the website meet all expectations. Moreover, to complete this work, a QR–Code has 
been created to introduce a better interaction with the visitor in the museum.  This QR-code offers a 
fast access to the new website directly from the smartphone, which will improve the interactivity and 
will receive further information during the visit. To terminate this project we assured that the 
communication service of the museum can easily improve the content or maintain the news and 
activities by itself.  
In conclusion this project was a beautiful human experience, all members of the team learned how to 
work together and how to create a group synergy, which allows meeting all objectives of this project 
under proper conditions.   
 
13. Further research 
Regarding the expectations of a high quality, the content of the website has to be improved. There is 
already a translation function however this is just a word to word translation. To improve the offered 
service the content has to be translated to provide a multilingual website. Additionally the news and 
activities section is required to be updated regular. In order to become more popular some 
marketing has to be done and to examine the results from the Google Analytics tool regular. It is also 
important to improve the interactivity for example by including virtual visit of trains or some sounds.  
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Picture 16: Train collection http://www.railway-heritage.com/train-collection/ 
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Picture 18: http://www.railway-heritage.com/history/industrial-heritage/ 
 
Picture 19: translated map http://www.railway-heritage.com/conversation/  
Picture 20: Accordion Plugin http://www.railway-heritage.com/university/  
Picture 21: Application example http://www.railway-heritage.com/applications/ 
 
Picture 22: Location map http://www.railway-heritage.com/contact  
Picture 23: Contact formula  http://www.railway-heritage.com/contact 
Picture 24: Task analysis    created by Annika Zloch 
Picture 25: Onsite questionnaire  created by Annika Zloch 
Picture 26: Opening hours http://www.railway-heritage.com 
Picture 27: QR Code  http://www-igm.univ-
mlv.fr/~dr/XPOSE2011/QRCode/description.html 
Picture 28: Construction of QR Code    http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_QR 
Picture 29: Types of QR codes http://www.qrcode.com 
Picture 30: New QR-Code Created by Clarisse Broyon 
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Annex 
General history  
This is the ĐoŶteŶt of the ͞GeŶeral historǇ͟ seĐtioŶ at the ǁeďsite. 
The industrial revolution 
The industrial revolution started in the early nineteenth century by developing the first steam 
engine. Until then people traveled by horse caused that the speed was limited. It was impossible to 
Đoǀer loŶg distaŶĐes for poorer people ďeĐause theǇ ĐaŶ’t afford a horse. 
Suddenly, through the steam locomotive it was possible to cover long distances in a speed never 
done before. Additionally, the steam locomotive enables poorer people to travel. 
This development opened a great deal of new markets. The engine steam initiated the industrial 
revolution. 
But in the twentieth century cars and trucks became more popular and many railways lines were 
decommissioned.  Nowadays the steam locomotives were replaced by diesel and electric motor 
power. 
 
The development from the first wheel to the first locomotive 
In ancient times the people used logs to move heavy stocks. But this was definitely bulky so they 
started to cut the logs into pieces and fixed them on the containers. This was how the first wheel was 
invented. 
The streets in this time were out of sand and if it starts to rain the wheels sink down and left deep 
ruts. Soon the people created these ruts consciously to direct the vehicles. 
In the late 15
th
 century the first rails, out of wood, were found in Europe. They used parallel wood 
rails in the mines and wheels with flanges. But this solution was too wobbly so that they change the 
material from wood into iron in 1750. The wheels received iron mountings. This led to less friction 
loses but the rails were often broke. 
The question how to replace horses with a more powerful engine rose in the late 18
th
 century. There 
was only one solution, the steam engine. But it was too heavy, too big and too weak for mobile 
vehicles. 
At first in 1804 the first useful locomotive was found by Richard Trevithick, a British engineer. He 
mounted a small but powerful high pressure stem engine on a chassis.  The first locomotive was 
driven in a mine of Wales with five wagons, filled with ten tons iron and 70 workers. 
But TreǀithiĐk’s loĐoŵotiǀe failed ďeĐause of the fragile rails aŶd ŵissed iŶǀestors. 
The next important and successfully person in the railway history was George Stephenson, another 
British engineer. He took the locomotives out of the mines and improved the rails by using rolled 
iron. 
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II 
On the 27
th
 of September in 1825 the first railway line was opened between Stockton and Darlington. 
It ǁas a 4Ϭ kŵ loŶg liŶe aŶd the loĐoŵotiǀe ǁas Đalled ͞loĐoŵotioŶ͟. 
History in Spain 
                                                          
10
 A Catalan Engineer   
11
 Company financer 
12
 Big Spanish railway association from Barcelona to Mataró and back  
Date Event 
10/11/1837 First Spanish railway line on Cuba 28 km between 
Guines and La Havana 
1840 Miquel Biada
10
 desired a line between Barcelona 
and Mataró. To realize his goal he traveled to 
then center of railway development London. 
Josep Maria Roca
11
 became Biadas partner. 
30/06/1843 Roca applied the concession to build the railway 
line (Barcelona – Mataró) 
1844 Subercase Report 
This report, named after an engineer, is about 
technical, legal and economic aspects. Because of 
this report, a committee decided to set the 
gauge at 1668 mm known as the Iberian gauge. 
1845 FouŶdatioŶ of the ͞GraŶ CoŵpaŶia EspaŶola del 
Camino del Hierro de Barcelona a Mataró y 
ǀiĐerǀersa͟12 
1847 The financial crisis leaded to complications 
02/04/1848 Miquel Biada died before the line was finished 
28/10/1848 Opening of the 30 km long railway line. 
The opening train was leaded by the 1-1-1 
Mataro which replica can be seen in the Museum 
of Vilanova I la Geltrú. It had 25 wagons for 900 
passengers. 
It started at the Barcelona station Estació de 
FraŶҫa stopped at the statioŶ iŶ Badalor aŶd El 
Masnou and ended in Mataró. 
The engineers used another track gauge (1674 
mm instead of the in Europe common 1435 mm). 
1851 Queen Isabell II opened the second railway line. 
It was a 49 km long line between Madrid and 
Aranjuez. 
1854 Inauguration of the lines between Barcelona and 
Granollers and between Valencia and Xàtiva. 
1855 First Spanish law for railways. Meanwhile the 
whole railway line was about 400 km. 
1856 Foundation of M.Z.A (Madrid to Zaragoza) 
1856 FouŶdatioŶ of ͞La ĐoŵpaŶia del Hierro del Norte 
de EspaŶa͟. They opened a line between Madrid 
and Irun. 
1875 Expansion of Norte by receving lines in Catalonia 
and beside the coast. 
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History in Great Britain 
Great Britain was the starting point for the railways. 
The British engineer Threvithick was the developer of the first steam locomotive and the first railway 
liŶe ǁas iŶ south ǁales. But let’s see ǁhat happeŶs eǆaĐtlǇ iŶ ĐoŵparisoŶ to “paiŶ... 
Date Event 
1804 First steam locomotive 
1823 Permission through the English parliament to 
transport persons with a steam locomotive 
1825 First person transporting steam locomotive 
͞loĐoŵotioŶ͟ ďetǁeeŶ “toĐktoŶ aŶd DarliŶgtoŶ it 
could carry 21 coal wagons 25 miles at 8 miles 
per hour 
1829 the Rainhill Trials took place (a competition to 
discover what train and which type of train would 
be best for a new line between Manchester and 
Liverpool) The winning train was the legendary 
"Rocket" built by George Stephenson 
1830 The line between Manchester and Liverpool 
opened 
1838 Robert Stephenson, the son of George, 
completed the London to Birmingham rail line 
 
1841 The London to Bristol line - the Great Western 
Railway was completed. The people used the rail 
line's initials (GWR) to call it "God's Wonderful 
Railway" 
 
1825 to1835 Parliament agreed to the building of 54 new rail 
lines 
1836 to 1837 39 new lines. 
1900 Britain had 22,000 miles of rail track 
1923 all the railways in the country were grouped into 
four Ŷeǁ ĐoŵpaŶies ;the ͞Big Four͟Ϳ: 
 The Great Western Railway (GWR) 
 The London, Midland & Scottish Railway 
(LMS) 
 The London & North Eastern Railway 
(LNER) 
 The Southern Railway 
 
1948 Nationalization of the British railways 
Mid 1950s Plans for modernizations 
1963 Beeching Report -> many railways had outlived 
their usefulness and must be closed 
  
End of 1960s The steam railways were replaced by diesel and 
electric engines 
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IV 
Questionnaire 
This questionnaire was developed at www.umfrageonline.de to test the new website. 
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Website testing – evaluation 
The evaluation of the questionnaire except the diagrams mentioned above. 
 
 
27,27% 
54,55% 
Are you interested in railway 
locomotives 
yes
no
36,36% 
63,64% 
Previous knowledge about railway 
history in spain 
yes
no
Profession Students, Project manager, journalists, computer experts 
Age 20-54 
Device PC, Laptop, mobile phone 
Browser Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox 
Internet Wi-Fi, DSL, cable, Ethernet 
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54,55% 
45,45% 
Did you know the museum before? 
yes
no
54,55% 
45,45% 
Did you already visit the museum 
yes
no
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